Mobile App Threat Killchain

Mobile app threats are prevalent and can be difficult to detect with heavy obfuscation. The most common examples are sideloaded and unsecured apps, but there are many forms of app threats that can pose serious danger to both the device user and their employer.

Lookout defends mobile users against hacking, app, device, and network-based attacks. By protecting users, Lookout secures the corporate data accessed from those devices from malicious actors. In the case of phishing attacks, Lookout's features immediately reduce risk and mitigate data loss.

1. More than half of global app downloads are from 300+ alternative app stores.


3. Lookout-discovered of Bancamar, identified by Lookout since June 2016.

4. Attacker impersonates, tracks, or spies on the victim, leading to sensitive corporate data leakage.

5. 5,000+ Lookout-discovered samples of Bancamar in the first half of 2019.

6. LOOKOUT alerts and blocks the app when user attempts to trust 3rd party certificate.

To learn more, visit lookout.com

1  http://www.businessofapps.com/guide/app-stores-list/
2  https://www.darkreading.com/risk/cyberthreats-against-financial-services-up-56-/d/d-id/1335574